All flights lead to Brussels to ICMAE 2019 to celebrate the 10th anniversary!

The 10th International Conference on Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering
The 8th International Conference on Pure and Applied Mathematics is to be hosted in parallel
July 22nd-25th 2019 | Brussels | Belgium

About ICMAE 2019
The 10th International Conference on Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering (ICMAE) will be held in Brussels during July 22nd-25th 2019, following the successful conference in Budapest last year.

ICMAE is a global event focused on Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering. The support and participation of SCI members and participants has made ICMAE continue to be one of top conferences among Aerospace Engineering area. It focuses on all aspects in the area – e.g. research, achievements, industry, market, etc. Please see web site www.icmae.org for more detailed information.

With a solid reputation, ICMAE is an event where you can meet and network with engineering leaders, business innovators, researchers, academics and policy makers from across the globe.

Previous ICMAE conferences: Kuala Lumpur / Bangkok / Paris / Moscow / Madrid / Rome / London / Prague / Budapest - www.icmae.org/history.html

Submission:
Online at EasyChair link: https://easychair.org/conferences/?conf=icmae2019

Contacts:
For General Questions Ms. Celine. Xi
secretary@icmae.org

For Committee Member and Special Session Application Ms. Renne Gao
committee@icmae.org

ICMAE Topics:

Publications:
- All successfully reviewed and accepted papers presented at ICMAE 19 will be published in IEEE conference proceedings and reviewed by the IEEE conference publication program for IEEE Xplore, Elsevier and Scopus.
- Publication of two selected papers in extended contents in special issue “Recent Advances in Cellular Materials” of journal International Journal of Mechanical Engineering and Robotics Research (IJMERR – ISSN 2278-0149), indexed by Scopus.
- Special Issue publication in Aerospace (ISSN 2226-4310), indexed in ESCI - Web of Science from Vol. 3, and Inspec (IET) from Vol. 4 (2017). Covered in Scopus from Vol. 4. Registered papers will be recommended to this Journal. Three excellent papers can be published for free.
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ICMAE 2019 Venue
ICMAE’19 offers you very friendly and interesting venue of Brussels recognized as European Union Capital, European top international-meetings city, and one of the top financial centres of Western Europe. The Brussels area is known as one of the richest business and cultural destinations in Europe. Brussels is known for its cuisine and gastronomy as well as its historical and architectural landmarks. Main attractions include its historic Grand Place, Manneken Pis, Atomium, and cultural institutions such as La Monnaie and the Museums of Art and History. It is also a capital of the comic strip.

Science and technology in Brussels is well developed with the presence of several universities and research institutes. More science parks associated with the universities are spread over the Brussels-Capital Region. The most important of them are Research Parks: Da Vinci RRI Erasmus RPI Mercator RPI Versailles RP.

It is possible to visit many Science & Technology Museums in Brussels. The Royal Belgian Institute of Natural Sciences houses the world’s largest hall completely dedicated to dinosaurs. The Planetarium of the Royal Observatory of Belgium is one of the largest in Europe.

And who know – maybe ICMAE’19 presentation of your professional work will mark the city of Brussels for the future as place where “YourName Breaking Concept” was born!

ICMAE’19 Deadlines:
Submission due April 10th 2019
Acceptance / Rejection April 30th 2019
Final Registration May 15th 2019
Conference Date July 22nd-25th 2019